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SERVICES
DELIVERY
National and International
GIFT PACKS
For all occasions
FUNCTIONS
We cater for it all
SALE AND RETURN
By arrangement
GLASSWARE LOAN/HIRE
Wine, Beer, Spirits
ADVICE
On everything wine related
MONTHLY OFFERS
Hot and exclusive!
FUN AND EDUCATION
We’re known for it; it’s fun!
CLICK & COLLECT
It’s so convenient; join us!

LOCATIONS
AUCKL AND
VICTORIA PARK
118 Wellesley St West
308 8346
HERNE BAY
54 Jer vois Rd
378 8555
PONSONBY
139 Ponsonby Rd
378 8252
PARNELL
164 Parnell Rd
358 1333
KHYBER PASS
409 Khyber Pass Rd
529 2777
BASSETT RD
154 Remuera Rd
524 6666
REMUERA
400 Remuera Rd
523 1594
MT EDEN
250 Dominion Rd
623 0811

Welcome to the new year! Did you make it through 2015 unscathed? Well, it’s all
good if you didn’t; in our experience, the general population at summer get-togethers tend to be impressed by the sight of a few swashbuckling scars. You’re still here,
and that’s what counts as we focus on a successful year ahead for all of us.
Refreshed and rejuvenated, we’re up and running with a selection of price-friendly summer sippers – sparklers, whites, rosés and reds – that’ll go easy on your no
doubt well-thrashed wallets. Also within, you’ll find a review of the 2015 vintage,
as released so far, via a selection of some of New Zealand’s most skilled vinous
exponents. We take a quick peek, as well, at Hawkes Bay’s one-woman-whirlwind,
winemaker and all-round vinous paragon, Kate Radburnd.
Being February, it’s that time of year, too, where the lovers among us proclaim
their enduring committment to their arguably better halves via, amidst a number
of devices, a romantic bottle of vino or two. If you’re going down that route, then
don’t go past us (let’s face it, what’s a supermarket going to know about romance?).
Go online at www.glengarry.co.nz/valentines and you’ll discover a whole range of
options guaranteed to make a statement that’ll flutter the heart of your beloved.
All the best for the year ahead. May it be full of happiness, prosperity and a good
dose of romance! We look forward to catching up.
						

TAKAPUNA
Cnr Hurstmere Rd & Killarney St
486 1770

Jak Jakicevich

DEVONPORT
Cnr Clarence St & Wynyard St
445 2989
KINGSLAND
420 New North Rd
815 9207
WESTMERE
164 Garnet Rd
360 4035
ELLERSLIE
87 Main Highway
571 2567
GREY LYNN
16 Williamson Ave
360 0134

LANSON

46326

BRUT ROSÉ NV + TWO FLUTES

$69.99

WELLINGTON
THORNDON
53 Hutt Rd
473 1637
KELBURN
85 Upland Rd
475 7849
COURTENAY PLACE
Paramount Cinema Building
27 Courtenay Place
385 9600
DIDA’S
DIDA’S WINE LOUNGE & TAPAS
54 Jer vois Rd HERNE BAY
376 2813
DIDA’S FOOD STORE
54 Jer vois Rd HERNE BAY
361 6157

PRICES VALID UNTIL 6/03/2016 OR WHILE STOCKS LAST

Sales enquiries: freephone 0800 733 505 freefax 0800 106 162 email sales@glengarry.co.nz

THE GOLDEN TOUCH

KAT E R A D B U R N D
Is this woman an over-achiever, or just ridiculously talented?
Whichever it is, she obviously has the energy of several ordinary
people. For ordinary, she is not.
South Australian Roseworthy College graduate Kate Radburnd
commenced her New Zealand career in 1987 with Vidal, where she
produced a string of award-winning wines. In 1991 she joined Pask,
where she is Head Winemaker, becoming a co-owner in 1993 and
Managing Director in 1999. Under her guidance Pask has seriously
ramped up its rep, and along the way secured an impressive haul of
trophies, gold medals and accolades.
Is that enough? Apparently not. In addition to her winemaking
duties, Kate has been a board member of NZ Winegrowers for over
a decade; championed and chaired Sustainable Winegrowing New
Zealand for five years; has been a senior wine judge at the Air New
Zealand Wine Awards and Chair of Judges at the New Zealand
Easter Show Wine Awards. She was appointed by Air New Zealand
as a wine consultant in 2005.
For her outstanding contribution to New Zealand’s wine industry,
Kate was awarded the George Fistonich Medal in 2010, and in
November of this year was inducted as a Fellow of New Zealand
Winegrowers.
But really, all of that aside, can she make a good wine? Yes, of
course she can; they’re fabulous. The selection below are under her
own name, with an emphasis on varietal integrity and well-defined
aromatics. They are excellent drinking and superbly priced for the
quality they deliver. Kate Radburnd? She’s a keeper.

KATE RADBURND

VINE VELVET PINOT NOIR 2014

$16.99

13979

KATE RADBURND

BERRY BLUSH ROSÉ 2015

$16.99

13899

CASE OF 6 $14.99 A BOTTLE
Fragrant aromatics of crushed raspberry and
strawberry are embellished by subtle florals and
spicy notes, the ripe, fruity flavours on the off-dry
palate given a boost by a spicy, mellow mouthfeel and smartly fresh finish. With the barbecue
season under full throttle, this is the perfect
sipping wine to enjoy on a balmy evening.

KATE RADBURND

LIQUID GOLD CHARDONNAY 2014

$16.99

11629

CASE OF 6 $14.99 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 12 $14.99 A BOTTLE

Channelling brilliant winemaking along with a
very good vintage, the Vine Velvet displays soft,
sweet summer fruit balanced by grainy tannins,
with lovely silky lines of flavour leaping to a
bright, bounding finish. Sterling support from the
dark cherry and floral notes, earthy mushroom
nuances, spicy oak and plush textures.

Quintessential Hawkes Bay Chardonnay from one
of that region’s prime exponents. Matured in a
combination of new and seasoned oak, aromas
and flavours of apple, citrus and melon mingle
with notes of acacia and vanilla. An elegantly
vibrant, food friendly wine with a nice textural
quality and a lingering presence. Great value.

KATE RADBURND

KATE RADBURND

RICH ROYAL MERLOT 2013

$16.99

13118

SUN KISSED PINOT GRIS 2014

$16.99

13844

CASE OF 12 $14.99 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 6 $14.99 A BOTTLE

A deep and darkly coloured Hawkes Bay Merlot
that lives up to its ‘rich’ moniker, the plummy
fruit displaying abundant fragrances paired with
voluptuous, velvety textures. Seamless and silky,
soft tannins and supple oak influences coating
the opulent fruit flavours, this is another standout
expression from an accomplished winemaker.

KR’s Gris comes bearing fruit harvested in prime
condition and brandishing an appealing bouquet
underscored by spicy herbal notes. Pears and
nectarines dominate, their rich fruit characters
and distinctive charm sweeping all before them.
Elegant, textural, succulent and balanced, it
signs off with a fine, mineral-edged finish.
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WAIPARA HILLS
MARLBOROUGH

$14.99

Vintage is the most anticipated event of the wine year. It is the
culmination of the vigneron’s season, when all that coaxing and
nurturing of the vines finally bears fruit. Literally. Individual
harvests deliver different outcomes, in terms of both quality and
yield (which is what makes the whole wine thing so fascinating).
A case in point are New Zealand’s 2014 and 2015 vintages. The
2014 vintage delivered a bumper yield, up 29% on the record 2013
vintage. As a consequence, wines from 2014 have lingered on in the
market longer than one might expect.
In contrast, the 2015 vintage was much smaller, down hugely on
2014. The great news is that the quality across the board is superb;
the 2015 Sauvignons, Pinot Gris and rosés are drinking particularly
well, and are likely to garner plenty of awards. The downside? You
won’t be seeing big numbers. Our advice: Get in while you can.

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015
11522

CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE
Sourced from Marlborough’s Wairau and Awatere
Valleys, the lifted aromas of tropical fruit brushed
with citrus nuances and herbaceous characters.
Fresh, vibrant fruit flavours with excellent weight
and depth precede a crisp, punchy mineral finish.

ARA

SINGLE ESTATE
SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015

MARLBOROUGH

$16.99

12939

An aromatic, textural, tightly structured wine, cool
fermented and lees-aged to capture the essence
of its terroir. Typical Marlborough liveliness, with
penetrating gooseberry, passionfruit and citrus
characters underscored by herbaceous nuances.

LAKE CHALICE
MARLBOROUGH

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015

$16.99

13960

CASE OF 12 $14.99 A BOTTLE
From a well-rehearsed crew: Classic aromatics
of passionfruit, gooseberry and cut grass herald
a palate that is dry and crisp, the mouthwatering
acidity balanced by a salty minerality on the finish.
Fresh, versatile. In case of emergency, pour glass.

DUSKY SOUNDS
SAINT CLAIR

MARLBOROUGH

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015

$9.99
SAINT CLAIR

Awatere and Wairau Valley fruit, a strongly varietal
wine with classic vibrant regional crispness. Pure
fruit characters of melon, capsicum and grapefruit
enliven nose and palate in a fresh, concentrated,
balanced expression with a clean, lingering finish.

WAIRAU

RESERVE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015

$29.99

18301
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MATAWHERO’S KIRSTEN SEARLE

CASE OF 6 $27.99 A BOTTLE
Saint Clair are renowned for producing a wide
variety of distinctive Sauvignon Blanc wines
from their carefully sourced vineyards. Experts
at it, you might say. The Wairau Reserve is from
the maritime-influenced vineyards in the lower
Wairau Valley district. Ripe and concentrated,
this offers pungent passionfruit, gooseberry,
tropical and citrus characters paving the way
to an invigoratingly crisp finish.

19364

VIDAL

HAWKES BAY

ESTATE CHARDONNAY 2015
JULES TAYLOR

$12.99

19481

CASE OF 6 $10.99 A BOTTLE
A classic cool climate Chardonnay. The vibrantly
fruity palate of ripe stonefruit, grapefruit and citrus
characters displays an underlying nuttiness and
will pair well with chicken or seafood. Has to be one
of the best value wines on the market.

JULES TAYLOR
MARLBOROUGH

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015

$19.99

13835

NELSON

GEWÜRZTRAMINER 2015

$27.99

13678

CASE OF 12 $25.99 A BOTTLE

Jules has been making benchmark Marlborough
Sauvignons forever, and she has the legion of
fans to prove it. Packed with vibrant aromas of
fresh, sweet herbs and a good squeeze of citrus,
the 2015 is a beautifully polished wine with
crunchy fruit flavours and a zesty, mineral- and
citrus-edged finish. Marlborough in a bottle.

$20.99

RIMU GROVE

A boutique winery that hits all the right notes with
a Gewürztraminer replete with elegant sweetness
and soft acidity. A richly perfumed array of stonefruit, ginger, spice and lychee characters that is
brilliantly textural, gloriously long and irresistible.

13805

CASE OF 6 $18.99 A BOTTLE
Part of the Coopers Creek Select Vineyards
range, this is a blend of A-list fruit selected from
three different Hawkes Bay vineyards. Pale gold
in the glass, with vibrant peach, citrus, hazelnut
and vanilla characters complemented by subtle
oak and a creamy, textural mouthfeel.

RIMU GROVE

SOHO

LOWER ALCOHOL

BETTY RIESLING 2015

$19.99

11285

CASE OF 12 $17.99 A BOTTLE

MATAWHERO
GISBORNE

PINOT NOIR 2015

$21.99

Soho winemaker James Rowan has crafted a lower
alcohol 9.5% Riesling that lacks nothing in the way
of fresh varietal character, displaying classic pipfruit, citrus and honeysuckle flavours, with a hint
of sweetness complementing the sumptuous fruit.

11494

CASE OF 6 $19.99 A BOTTLE
Good value, good to go Pinot channelling fruit
from Gisborne’s Golden Slope district. Fragrant,
beautifully ripened cherry and cassis notes are
infused with nuances of spice and mushroom
on a palate that’s soft and bursting with flavour.
Would make an excellent partner for salmon or
lamb dishes, or a good Kiwi barbeque.

COOPERS CREEK

LOWER ALCOHOL

STARLIGHT SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015

$14.99

13793

CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE
The Starlight is a lower-alcohol (9%), fruit-forward
mix of gooseberries, nectarines and gentle herbal notes neatly balanced by a refreshing splash of
minerality, that for all its lightness still exhibits ample Sauvignon punch and pungency.
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BROOKFIELDS

HAWKES BAY

ROBERTSON PINOT GRIS 2015

$17.99

13447

The fruit is primarily from Peter Robertson’s
heat-drenched Ohiti Estate vineyard. With its
vivacious, off-dry, aromatic palate and lively
acidity, this is lighter and more floral than its
counterparts from Alsace. Delicate notes of pear
and honeysuckle with a crisply fresh aftertaste.

AKARUA

CHARD FARM
CENTRAL OTAGO

CENTRAL OTAGO

PINOT GRIS 2015

$21.99

CHARD FARM

CASE OF 12 $15.99 A BOTTLE

PINOT GRIS 2015

$22.99

11151

16000

CASE OF 12 $20.99 A BOTTLE
Seamless scents of golden delicious apples and
nectarines with an added touch of spice create
delight. The slightly off-dry palate extends its
bright stonefruit flavours, while a tingling hint of
ginger and swirl of citrus wait at the edges.

Carved into a hillside within a breathtaking landscape, Central Otago pioneers Chard Farm are
stand-out performers with winemaking smarts
that are beyond dispute. Their Pinot Gris is a fine
drop, with bold characters of quince and pear
along with a hint of flowers leading to a weighty,
textural expression laced with mineral magic.

CHURCH ROAD
HAWKES BAY

PINOT GRIS 2015

$15.99

15181

CASE OF 6 $13.99 A BOTTLE

TE PA
MARLBOROUGH

PINOT GRIS 2015

$17.99

13867

CASE OF 6 $16.99 A BOTTLE
A complex and beautifully crafted single vineyard wine, fermented on Alsatian yeast cultures,
with tiers of peach, pear and honeyed notes
nuanced by almonds and spices on the nose and
palate. The fresh and vibrant styling is given an
additional boost courtesy of a creamy, textural
mouthfeel.
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Showing a certain Alsatian sensibility, this smartly
crafted Pinot Gris offers appealing aromatics of
peach, pear, florals and spice. The silky, mediumsweet palate displays good balance and excellent
depth of ripe flavours. Fresh and gently textural.

DASHWOOD
MARLBOROUGH

PINOT GRIS 2015

$11.99

12175

CASE OF 6 $9.99 A BOTTLE
A well-priced, food-friendly Pinot Gris crafted from
Awatere Valley fruit, with a perfumed nose of apple
compote, rose petals, spice and ginger characters
flowing onto the palate, where they’re lifted by a
refreshing, mineral-edged finish.

THE NED

JULES TAYLOR

MARLBOROUGH

GISBORNE

PINOT ROSÉ 2015

$15.99

12248

ROSÉ 2015

$19.99

13078

CASE OF 12 $17.99 A BOTTLE

Waihopai River Pinot fruit, so it has the weight,
along with a classic bouquet of summer berries
and cream with a dash of spice. The poised and
vibrant palate is dominated by a mouthful of ripe,
soft berryfruit flavours enhanced by a creamy
texture and a bright, vivacious finish.

From Peter Briant’s acclaimed Gisborne vineyard,
the Merlot fruit in the JT rosé is brilliantly clean and
beautifully flavoured. Fresh, lively strawberries
and raspberries with a hint of spice, a pannier of
pleasure. Yet another glass of Jules Taylor genius.

MIDDLE-EARTH
NELSON

PINOT MEUNIER ROSÉ 2015

$17.99
COOPERS CREEK
HUAPAI

ROSÉ 2015

$14.99

13777

13858

A coral pink rosé produced from Pinot Meunier
grown in Brightwater, Nelson. Strong and vibrant,
off-dry in style with ripe, juicy cherry and cranberry
characters enriched by spicy notes. A well focused
wine with a bright, tangy mouthfeel complemented
by fresh acidity and a touch of sweetness.

CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE
The vibrant purple-tinged pink hues are courtesy
of the presence of Malbec, and wines made from
it tend to have a delightful wild berry character
to them. This is quite full-bodied for a rosé, with
a discernable richness and weight to the palate.
Soft and round, it finishes with a sweet fruit lift.

ESK VALLEY
HAWKES BAY

ROSÉ 2015

$16.99

12827

CASE OF 6 $14.99 A BOTTLE
This rosé has been delivering its consistently
high-quality goodness since 1991, courtesy of
some select Hawkes Bay vineyards and winemaker Gordon Russell’s immense experience.
Dryly styled, it is a pink charmer with substance,
fruitily spiced and fresh as a daisy chain. An
ideal summer sipper.

COOPERS CREEK WINEMAKER SIMON NUNNS

AKARUA

CENTRAL OTAGO

RUA PINOT NOIR ROSÉ 2015

$19.99
ESK VALLEY WINEMAKER GORDON RUSSELL

12613

CASE OF 12 $17.99 A BOTTLE
Akarua’s little brother, the Rua is a delightful
juvenile with an infectious, bouncy personality.
100% Pinot Noir fruit, it’s a vibrant pink with a
bouquet of crushed cherries and pomegranate
and a gentle waft of vanilla and spice. The palate
is off-dry, with soft summer fruit flavours and a
long, bright finish enriched by a hint sweetness.
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MUD HOUSE
MARLBOROUGH

CHARDONNAY 2015

$12.99
MATAWHERO

GISBORNE

MAGIC ROSE PINOT GRIS 2014

$14.99

14124

CASE OF 12 $12.99 A BOTTLE
The historic Matawhero is operated by Richard
and Kirsten Searle, who produce distinctive
and individual expressions evoking Gisborne’s
unique vinous attributes. Aromas of jasmine and
pear are embellished by enticing hints of almond
and spice, while the rich spicy fruit flavours are
enhanced by a mellow yet weighty mouthfeel.

13893

CASE OF 6 $11.99 A BOTTLE
A 50/50 fruit combo from the Ure Valley’s Hungry
Hill vineyard and selected Wairau Valley growers.
Aromatic notes of stonefruit show hints of shortbread and citrus, while the elegantly robust palate
channels melons and freshly-cut apples.

ESK VALLEY
HAWKES BAY

CHENIN BLANC 2013

$14.99

12823

CASE OF 6 $13.99 A BOTTLE
Chenin Blanc is largely underrated in these parts,
but when it is crafted with passion, as it is here,
you really can’t beat it. An aromatic beauty with
intense stonefruit, quince and honeyed characters
enlivened by a lingering swirl of mineral and citrus.

MAN O’ WAR

WAIHEKE

KUMEU VILLAGE

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2014

$21.99

KUMEU

PINOT GRIS 2014

$14.99

12492

CASE OF 6 $19.99 A BOTTLE

18215

CASE OF 12 $12.99 A BOTTLE

Cool fermented in stainless steel tanks and
stopped to retain a shade of natural sweetness.
Pure, fragrant aromas combine tropical fruit,
herb and mineral notes, while the palate displays
subtle peach and apple flavours enhanced by a
fresh, lime-influenced finish.

Chardonnay wizard Michael Brajkovich works his
magic on the Pinot Gris grape via this off-dry gem.
Stonefruit, pears and florals are accompanied by
a suitably weighty textural presence. Eminently
drinkable, brilliantly priced.

PIERRE BRECHT
ALSACE

PINOT GRIS 2013

$17.99
BABICH

GIMBLETT GRAVELS

IRONGATE CHARDONNAY 2014

$29.99

Rich textures, hints of honey and mineral; there is
a touch of delicious, seductive sweetness before
the full power of the palate is unleashed, while acid
fruit tempers the tail’s fat tendencies.

10670

CASE OF 6 $27.99 A BOTTLE
Babich’s flagship Chardonnay, crafted from hand
harvested Gimblett Gravels fruit, fermented with
indigenous yeasts and matured for ten months
in French oak. Aromatics of stonefruit and citrus
are backed by notes of marzipan and mineral and
introduce an exquisitely seamless, silky palate
enhanced by a lovely textural quality.
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42388

MATAWHERO
GISBORNE

CHARDONNAY 2014

$21.99

10736

CASE OF 6 $19.99 A BOTTLE
Classic Gisborne, with fruit off the brilliant Tietjen
vineyard fermented on indigenous yeasts. Lovely
floral, mineral-tinged aromatics of stonefruit and
melon, and a creamy, textural palate replete with
rich fruit, notes of butterscotch and a crisp finish.

FINCA FLICHMAN
MENDOZA

MERLOT 2013

$11.99
KUMALA

WESTERN CAPE

PINOTAGE SHIRAZ 2014

$9.99

50001

In a country of giant vistas, Kumala is a larger
than life producer (No.1 in fact), turning out more
than 30 million bottles a year and sourcing fruit
from some of Western Cape’s finest vineyards.
This is an easy-drinking red, blended from South
Africa’s signature variety, Pinotage, and Shiraz,
the blueberry and mulberry characters held in
check by subtle oak and mellow tannins.

CRAGGY RANGE

Hand harvested fruit, fermented in stainless and
aged for three months in oak, followed by a further
three in bottle. Forward berry and plum characters
rub shoulders with spice over a coffee. Generously
long, suavely supple, this is good-value drinking.

CHAKANA
MENDOZA

MALBEC 2014

$14.99

GIMBLETT GRAVELS SYRAH 2013

$24.99

90132

In Argentina, the inky and intense Malbec is king.
Characterised by deeply rich hues, equally intense
flavours and velvet-lined tannins, this regal offering
could command more pesos if it was so inclined.
Fortunately for us, it chooses not to.

MATUA
HAWKES BAY

77100

MARLBOROUGH

PINOT NOIR 2014

$16.99

14056

CASE OF 6 $14.99 A BOTTLE

11219

CASE OF 12 $22.99 A BOTTLE
A-listers Craggy Range have a deep affinity for
their Gimblett Gravels terroir, a place where the
Syrah variety finds itself completely at home.
Their elegant single vineyard model displays
complex aromatics and an opulent palate of ripe
dark berry characters, fine acidity and mineral
tannins. Finishes long and dry.

A brilliantly priced Marlborough Pinot from Matua’s
Regional Range. Lifted varietal aromatics of cherry and plum are supported by hints of spice. An
easy-drinking, mellow, fruit-driven wine that’s enhanced by bright fruit and supple tannins.

TE MATA

HAWKES BAY

ESTATE MERLOT CABERNETS 2014

$16.99

19144

CASE OF 6 $14.99 A BOTTLE

PEREGRINE
CENTRAL OTAGO

PINOT NOIR 2013

$39.99

A classically styled, Merlot-dominated blend, with
the balance portions of Cabernet Sauvignon and
Cabernet Franc. A complex and full bodied wine
offering tiers of berry, plum and violet characters
enhanced by cedary oak and ripe tannins.

17128

CASE OF 6 $36.99 A BOTTLE
Peregrine’s winemaker, the clever Nadine Cross,
operates from a stunningly designed winery.
Minimal intervention and judicious use of oak
allow the unique flavours of Central Otago to
shine through. Peregrine’s acclaimed Pinot Noir
is powerful and concentrated, underpinned with
a silky femininity, the exquisite fruit with its
charred cherry nuances an opulent delight.

MT DIFFICULTY

CENTRAL OTAGO

ROARING MEG PINOT NOIR 2014

$24.99

14935

CASE OF 6 $22.99 A BOTTLE
Mt Difficulty’s drink-now Pinot is a classic Central
Otago fruit explosion, with all the red and black
berry characters released in a soothingly smooth
hush of crushed fruit, windblown herbs and subtle
spice. A gentle dollop of earth seals the deal.
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EUROPE IN THE PINK

PROTOS
RIBERA DEL DUERO

TINTORALBA

SPAIN

SYRAH ROSADO 2014

$12.99

85084

CASE OF 12 $10.99 A BOTTLE
Tintoralba is a wine co-operative of around 225
members who pool their resources to maximise
the end result. Produced from Syrah, their rosé
is from the darker end of the colour spectrum,
as the Spanish expressions tend to be. Fragrant,
vibrant fruit flavours jump from the glass to meet
you via a palate that’s bold and delightfully dry.

$17.99

ROSÉ 2014
88079

CASE OF 12 $15.99 A BOTTLE
Ribera del Duero’s pioneering winery, the Protos
cellars lie beneath a hilltop castle. 100% Tempranillo
grapes, with soft summer fruit aromatics backed
by floral and herbal nuances. A vibrant, balanced,
fruit-driven rosé with a fresh, clean finish.

CHÂTEAU

ROUTAS

CÔTES DE PROVENCE

$17.99

ROSÉ 2014

46491

CASE OF 12 $16.99 A BOTTLE

DOMAINE
LANGUEDOC ROUSSILLON

GAYDA

ROSÉ 2014

$18.99

A lightly-coloured and lovely Provençal rosé. The
plump and intensely perfumed flavours evoke wild
strawberries, while the crisp acidity and a hint of
minerality sign off on a refreshing finish, making
this a lip-smacking option for the summer deck.

MARQUÉS DE CÁCERES

41361

CASE OF 6 $17.99 A BOTTLE
The organically-inclined Gayda harness the pale
pink colour so beloved of French rosé makers in
their 100% Cinsault model, a variety brilliantly
suited to the style. Fresh, vibrantly modern and
suitably dry, it displays, too, a satisfying degree
of weight and substance. Summer fruits, strawberries and cream, crisp acidity. Good drinking.

RIOJA

ROSADO 2014

$16.99

87979

The leading producer of modern Rioja, these guys
have done wonders for Spain’s wine reputation;
their quality’s great, the value spot on. Tempranillo
and Grenache grapes are blended here to create a
superbly aromatic, forward style of rosé.

CHÂTEAU

RIOTOR

CÔTES DE PROVENCE

CHÂTEAU MONT-REDON
LIRAC ROSÉ 2013

$21.99

41389

CASE OF 12 $19.99 A BOTTLE
Located on the Rhône’s west bank, Lirac is one of
the region’s best kept secret, famous for producing
some of France’s finest rosés. A lively, refreshing
Grenache-Cinsault blend evoking soft summer fruit
characters balanced by a crisp mineral edge.
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$19.99

ROSÉ 2014

41383

Here, you’ll find the world’s greatest rosés, and
at Riotor they make nothing else. The pale colour
belies the wine’s weighty presence, its plump richness and fleshy juiciness tempered by fresh acid
and a spray of tingling citrus. Our top-selling rosé.

DOMAINES

BUNAN

CÔTES DE PROVENCE

$19.99

BELOUVÉ ROSÉ 2014
42748

A clean, lusciously ripe rosé with classic Côtes de
Provence aromas of soft summer fruits and violets.
The palate is elegantly fresh and tangy, displaying
riveting touches of mineral and citrus.

PERELADA

SPAIN

BRUT RESERVA CAVA NV

$14.99
CHAMPAGNE

MOUTARD

GRANDE CUVÉE BRUT NV

$34.99

41508

CASE OF 6 $32.99 A BOTTLE
An absolute stand-out champagne, its seductive
bouquet of peaches and pears underpinned by
touches of almond and brioche. Superbly fresh,
with creamy textures and an elegant sign-off, it
makes an ideal aperitif, but with the 100% Pinot
Noir fruit, it has the weight to accompany food as
well. High-quality wine at a low, low price.

CHAMPAGNE

POL ROGER

BRUT RÉSERVE NV

$69.99

88051

CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE
Quaffed by kings (Iberian ones, that is), this is an
A-lister Spanish sparkler, the smoky minerality of
the citrus fruit lending an aristocracy that’s hard
to go past. Lively, zesty, slightly floral, deliciously
dry, it’s remarkable value for the price.

TOSTI

ITALY

PROSECCO DOC NV

$15.99

62813

CASE OF 6 $13.99 A BOTTLE
Tosti’s Prosecco wines are gently sparkling, with
a delicate bouquet of apple, pear and citrus. The
crisp, off-dry palate boasts fresh, fruity flavours
complemented by a balancing swirl of mineral.
Think ‘aperitif’ and you’ve got it.

SAINT-MEYLAND

FRANCE

MÉTHODE TRADITIONNELLE BRUT NV
48210

Situated in the heart of Epernay, with their cellars
running below the Avenue de Champagne for
over seven kilometres, the aristocratic Pol Roger
is one of the few champagne houses remaining
in family hands. Layers of exquisitely balanced
flavour and texture, the richly lush fruit and toast
defined by precise, refreshing citrus and acid.

$16.99

43010

CASE OF 12 $14.99 A BOTTLE
A very smart French méthode, fermented in bottle
for 18 months á la champagne, the rich yeastiness
and toastiness declaring it a slick charmer with
irresistibly authentic credentials. One of our topsellers, it’s the French trappings without the outlay.

ALLAN SCOTT

MARLBOROUGH

CECILIA BRUT NV

$19.99
CHAMPAGNE

MOËT & CHANDON

ROSÉ IMPÉRIAL NV

$69.99

47206

CASE OF 6 $67.99 A BOTTLE
Rosé champagne; there’s nothing quite like it,
and Moët’s non-vintage expression hits the mark
with style. The Pinot-derived richness is clear
even on the nose, where red fruits and spice are
decadently unveiled. It dances, fresh, lively, yet
layered and complex, the beautifully interwoven
flavours expressed on a palate of sheer silk.

17397

A fitting testament to the meticulous care that the
Scott family take with their sparkling wines. The
Chardonnay fruit provides the elegance, the Pinot
Noir the depth. A silky and subtle sparkler with a
smartly tart palate and creamy mouthfeel.

CLOUDY BAY

MARLBOROUGH

PELORUS NV

$29.99

12122

Cloudy Bay’s rep is not restricted to their iconic
Sauvignon, with the Pelorus consistently rated as
one of NZ’s finest sparklers. Dazzlingly clean and
bright, dusted with florals, the pure fruit echoing
with toasty touches from a bed of creamy richness.
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BOURILLON-DORLÉANS
LAROCHE

SOUTH OF FRANCE

CHEVALIÈRE CHARDONNAY 2014
Ah, the power of The Ring: It has drawn Maxime Bourillon out of
his family’s stronghold in the Loire Valley and across to the other side
of the world. The 21-year-old LOTR fan is the son of well-respected
winemaker Frédéric Bourillon, the man who with much focus and
endeavour has transformed the family’s 26.5-hectare business into a
major player, championing the unique vinous expression that is the
Loire’s Chenin Blanc via their elegant range of Vouvray wines.
The Bourillons continue to make their wines using a traditional
approach, with the immaculate Rochecorbon vineyards sustainably
managed and the Chenin Blanc fruit for their highly characteristic
Vouvray wines hand harvested and matured in the medieval caves
alongside the winery. No slouches when it comes to innovation, they
are the first in France to adopt scratch-and-sniff aromatic wine labels.
With 21-year-old Maxime pursuing logistics and quality studies
and set to move into the business with his father and older brother
Benjamin in the near future, he is clearly of the opinon that this family
operation is more of a calling than a job. Just for now, though, he can
be found on this side of the world, on a year’s hiatus, having spent time
working at Glengarry and now moving south in search of hobbits.

$15.99

48572

CASE OF 6 $13.99 A BOTTLE
Laroche’s mastery of Chardonnay shines through
in this stylish, fruit-driven Languedoc-Roussillon.
Ripe stonefruit aromas exude spicy mineral notes
onto a generously flavoured wine with a creamy
texture and a fine, persistent, citrus-edged finish.

GISSELBRECHT
ALSACE

PINOT BLANC 2014

$19.99

41221

CASE OF 12 $17.99 A BOTTLE
From masterful Alsatian producers Gisselbrecht,
the crispness of Riesling, texture of Chardonnay
and the fruity approach of a Pinot Gris. Fragrant
peach and apple aromatics, deliciously weighty yet
taut and tart. A hint of sweetness rounds it all off.

DOMAINE SÉGUINOT-BORDET
PETIT CHABLIS 2014

$21.99

40466

CASE OF 12 $19.99 A BOTTLE
The wines of 13th-generation Chablis winemaker Jean-Francois Bordet are in high demand. His
entry-level Petit Chablis is fresh, vibrant and richly flavoured, with a refined palate distinguished by
crisp flavours and fresh, tingling mineral notes.

MAXIME BOURILLON

DOMAINE
POUILLY-FUISSÉ

DOMAINE

BOURILLON-DORLÉANS
LA COULÉE D’ARGENT
VOUVRAY SEC 2014

$24.99

40977

CASE OF 6 $22.99 A BOTTLE
Fourth-generation owner-winemaker Frédéric
Bourillon is quite the character; in spite of this
(or perhaps because of it), his wines abound
with signs of elegance and finesse. Fashioned
exclusively from Chenin Blanc, this is a great
alternative to Chardonnay, the honeyed palate
weighty, with nuances of chalk and lime and
a mouth-tingling texture, all signed off with a
stunningly long finish. Benchmark Chenin.
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ROMANIN
TERROIR DE FUISSÉ 2014

$24.99

43732

CASE OF 12 $22.99 A BOTTLE
From the limestone soils of Mâcon and arguably its
finest vineyards, those of Pouilly-Fuissé. A smart
blend of power and sensitivity, poised minerality
and hedonistic honeysuckle, fruit and cream.

PASCAL JOLIVET
SANCERRE

BLANC 2014

$36.99

40928

CASE OF 12 $34.99 A BOTTLE
The Sancerre AOC produces restrained, elegant
wines from Sauvignon Blanc fruit, with the Jolivet
displaying the dry, flinty minerality found in top
French Sauvignons, complemented by a vibrant,
citrus-edged finish. Masterful expression.

FREIXENET

REGION

PASQUA

EXTRA BRUT CAVA NV

VALPOLICELLA DOC

$9.99

$14.99

85019

These Iberian cava aces are in fact the world’s
top-selling sparkling wine producer. When ordering, you say it like this: fresh-a-net. Crisp, fresh
and dry, the Extra is a brilliant, wallet-friendly aperitif made from indigenous Spanish varieties.

V 2014
62492

CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE
The fruit comes off low-yielding hillside vineyards
considered among the best in the Valpolicella DOC.
Clean, pure fragrances of cherry and plum precede
a dry, well rounded palate and a lingering finish.

ILLUMINATI

LA GUITA

MANZANILLA SHERRY 375ML

MONTEPULCIANO DOC

$16.99

$14.99

89855

The most renowned Manzanilla in the world, fresh,
medium-weight, dry and slightly tangy, with salty
nuances and nutty, mineral notes. Drink it chilled.
A superb aperitif, it pairs beautifully with olives,
seafood or jamón-style tapas.

PROTOS

RIBERA DEL DUERO

ROBLE 2013

$21.99

RIPAROSSO 2013

62800

CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE
Top vineyard sites yield expressive, savoury fruit
with a little spice thrown in for good measure, the
wine perfectly poised, with just the right amount of
fruity, gentle tannins and lively acidity.

RIVERA
CASTEL DEL MONTE DOC

88069

$14.99

RUPÍCOLO 2013

62825

CASE OF 12 $19.99 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 12 $12.99 A BOTTLE

Trailblazers in Spain’s Ribera del Duero region.
Made from Tempranillo, ‘Roble’ refers to the wine
having had a short stay in oak. Poised, with a rich,
spicy character and excellent fruit weight.

The attributes of this easy-drinking, well structured
red have been duly recognised by the likes of Wine
Spectator, with 89 points and a ‘Best Value’ tag,
and The Wine Advocate, who awarded it 88 points.

PALACIOS REMONDO

SANTA MARGHERITA

RIOJA

VENETO

LA MONTESA 2011

$24.99

88054

P PROSECCO DOC

$17.99

62534

CASE OF 12 $22.99 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE

Alvaro Palacios’ love of Grenache and his ability
to transform it into exceptional expressions have
revived the fortunes of both the family winery and
the Rioja Baja area. Generous, juicy, rich, textural.

The fruit is from the famed Valdobbiadene region.
A fragrant nose of florals, peach and green apple
notes introduces an elegant, off-dry palate with an
appealing liveliness and a well-rounded mouthfeel.

LUSCO

FONTANAFREDDA

RIAS BAIXAS

ALBARIÑO 2014

LANGHE DOC

$24.99

$22.99

88116

CASE OF 6 $22.99 A BOTTLE
A sublime expression of the white Albariño grape
offering rich, smoky, mineral-tinged aromatics and
a palate of crisp, creamy apricot and white peach
characters, subtle herbal notes and spicy nuances.

ARNEIS 2013
62633

The perfumed Arneis is the most significant of
Piedmont’s white indigenous grape varieties, with
Fontanafredda’s offering displaying crisp mineral
notes, a basketful of fruit tinged with spice, a slight
hint of honey and a long, lingering finish.
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ROBERT HILL SMITH

YALUMBA

Declared New World Winery of the Year by Wine Enthusiast in 2010,
the ground-breaking and highly respected Yalumba was founded in
1849 at Angaston in the Barossa Valley by Samuel Smith, and has
been run since 1985 by his fifth-generation descendent, Robert Hill
Smith. It could be argued that Robert’s stated goal to be ‘the finest
independent winemaker in the Australian wine industry’ is well in
hand; today, thanks to his outward-looking global aspirations and
future-oriented oversight, Yalumba find themselves at the very forefront of premium wine production and an established world leader.
Behind Yalumba’s success is an innovative, progressive approach
and a commitment to quality that permeates every level of the
company’s operations. One of the few wineries in the world to maintain their own cooperage and vine nursery, they’ve been instrumental
in developing new clonal material and introducing varieties such as
Viognier to Australia. Yalumba’s smart wine portfolio is studded at
every price-point with outstanding offerings.

MT HURTLE

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

GRENACHE SHIRAZ MOURVÈDRE 2010

$12.99

22150

CASE OF 6 $10.99 A BOTTLE
The Shiraz component provides the nose, with
white peppery nuances supporting the primary
plum/berry fruit aromas. A generously flavoured
wine with pervasive fruit favours complemented by
a smooth texture. Good drinking, good value.

GRANT BURGE

BAROSSA

FIFTH GENERATION SHIRAZ 2014

$14.99

26390

CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE
This wine immediately impresses with aromas of
ripe plum, dark chocolate, and red berryfruit. The
palate is full and silky with rich layers of black fruit,
blackberry and subtle black pepper notes. Great
value drinking from an A-lister Australian producer.

WYNN’S

COONAWARRA

CABERNET SHIRAZ MERLOT 2013

$17.99

29205

CASE OF 6 $15.99 A BOTTLE
Fruit from Coonawarra’s famed terra rossa soils,
matured in French and American oak for twelve
months. The nose and palate are packed with minty
blackberry and plum characters enhanced by spicy
mocha nuances, subtle oak and supple tannins.

HARDY’S

McLAREN VALE

TINTARA SHIRAZ 2014

$19.99
YALUMBA

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

THE Y SERIES TEMPRANILLO 2013

$13.99

29883

CASE OF 6 $11.99 A BOTTLE
Spain’s signature red variety, Tempranillo, has
settled particularly well in South Australia.
The Yalumba model is packed with exuberant
aromas of blackberry, mulberry and cherry
embellished by chocolate and herbal nuances.
The palate has a wonderfully lush mouthfeel
that gracefully enhances the ripe fruit flavours.
Hints of mocha and supple tannins add their
own magic touches. Superb value.
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23845

CASE OF 6 $17.99 A BOTTLE
A fifth-generation producer with around 160 years
and 7,000 awards under their belts. Crafted from
premium McLaren Vale fruit, displaying a generous
array of spice-edged blueberry, red currant and
chocolate characters, toasty oak and fine tannins.

SALTRAM

BAROSSA

MAMRE BROOK CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2011

$26.99

26836

CASE OF 6 $24.99 A BOTTLE
Iconic Australian red produced from low-yielding
Barossa vines, a vibrant and big-hearted Cabernet
resonating with blackberry and plum notes backed
by hints of chocolate and mint. Built upon a supple
core of tannins, it’s excellent drinking.

EACH MONTH, FROM THE HUNDREDS OF WINES SUBMIT TED TO US, THE GLENGARRY TASTING PANEL SELECTS OUR TOP TEN WINES

Schloss Vollrads KABINETT

Louis Sipp

RHEINGAU

ALSACE

SEMI-DRY RIESLING 2014

$29.00

54551

PINOT GRIS 2014

$27.00

46959

CASE OF 12 $27.00 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 12 $25.00 A BOTTLE

SV’s entry-level wine introduces itself with peachy
aromatics and a sunny disposition. Charmingly fruity
and graced with a nice mineral edge, you could cellar
it for 3-5, but you should probably just drink it.

The highly regarded Sipp travels the same organic
route as Alsatian benchmark producers Josmeyer,
the wines a little richer and more generous in nature,
with a voluptuous velvety texture at their core.

Grant Burge MIAMBA

Mud House HUNGRY HILL

BAROSSA

MARLBOROUGH

SHIRAZ 2014

$19.99

21389

CHARDONNAY 2014

$24.99

13913

CASE OF 6 $17.99 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 6 $22.99 A BOTTLE

This single vineyard, big-hearted wine wears its deep
purple-tinged heart on its sleeve. Intense aromatics
of blueberry and plum are embellished by notes of
spice and a touch of oak. Plush, silky, fruit-laden.

Fruit from the Hungry Hill Vineyard in Marlborough’s
Ure Valley was matured in French oak. Stonefruit
and citrus characters, spicy oak, a creamy textural
mouthfeel and an elegant lime-and-mineral finish.

Paul Mas SAVIGNAC VINEYARD

Jules Taylor

SOUTH OF FRANCE

GISBORNE

CARIGNAN 2014

$14.99

43950

CHARDONNAY 2014

$20.99

13464

CASE OF 6 $12.99 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 12 $18.99 A BOTTLE

Spice and blackberry dominate the aromatics, with
subtle background notes of cocoa and toasty oak.
The palate is lush and full, the dark fruit and liquorice
notes intermingling with velvety tannins.

A fragrant nose of lemon, stonefruit and baked bread
over lovely flavours, an oaky richness that isn’t cloying and a sustained elegant finish. Flaunts a feminine
quality and Burgundian sensibility. Delightful.

Loveblock

MARLBOROUGH

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2013

$22.99

11435

Lawsons Dry Hills RESERVE
MARLBOROUGH

CHARDONNAY 2014

$24.99

13380

CASE OF 12 $20.99 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 6 $22.99 A BOTTLE

The nose dispenses notes of tropical fruit and white
peach underscored by touches of passionfruit and
herb. The palate is vibrant and fresh, with a fleshy
mouthfeel that complements the lush fruit flavours.

A finely-tuned Chardonnay with enticing nectarine,
lemon and grapefruit aromas that permeate through
onto the palate. The complex and stylish palate is
nuanced by toasty notes and a fresh, clean aftertaste.

Coopers Creek BELL-RINGER

Matawhero CHURCH HOUSE

GISBORNE

GISBORNE

ALBARIÑO 2015

$20.99

11871

CHENIN BLANC 2014

$23.99

10657

CASE OF 6 $18.99 A BOTTLE

CASE OF 6 $21.99 A BOTTLE

A white variety that thrives in Spain’s north-western
appellation of Rias Baixas and parts of Portugal, the
fruit for this is all Gisborne. Pure and fresh, with hints
of citrus and peach, it seems right at home here.

The Church House range uses small, unique parcels
of fruit from exciting Riversun clones. Aromatic notes
of citrus, florals and orange and well-judged acidity
complement the stonefruit and honeysuckle flavours.

B U Y T H E T O P 10 M I X E D C A S E : O N E B O T T L E O F E A C H W I N E F O R $ 19 9
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88365

These days, when it comes to Pinot Noir,
Marlborough gives Central Otago a real run
for its money. For some time overshadowed
in these parts by the world-beating Sauvignon
Blanc, Marlborough’s warm days and cool nights
nurture the elegant, fragrant, fruit-driven
Pinot styles that can be so appealing.

11544

JACKSON ESTATE HOMESTEAD PINOT NOIR 2014

$20.99

13910

JACKSON ESTATE VINTAGE WIDOW PINOT NOIR 2013

$32.99

11589

TUPARI PINOT NOIR 2013

$26.99

12117

CLOUDY BAY PINOT NOIR 2013

$43.50

12249

THE NED PINOT NOIR 2014

$22.99

13968

GROWERS MARK PINOT NOIR 2014

$19.99

19966

WITHER HILLS PINOT NOIR 2012

$20.99

19167

TE WHARE RA PINOT NOIR 2014

$38.99

13069

ARA SELECT BLOCKS PINOT NOIR 2012

$24.99

12945

ARA SELECT BLOCK M62 PINOT NOIR 2012

$37.99

15468

NAUTILUS PINOT NOIR 2013

$35.99

13493

JULES TAYLOR OTQ PINOT NOIR 2013

$40.99

